CONFERENCES
April 3rd, 2020, 1:00 – 5:00pm
Followed by a cocktail reception.
Blue Devil Tower | 110 Frank Bassett Drive, Durham, NC

Join us as a participant or speaker for a global convening of next generation changemakers, academics, philanthropists, business leaders, activists, and students.

This dynamic conference will spotlight the Duke-UNICEF Innovation Accelerator entrepreneurs in conversations with other experts and practitioners on the front lines of social innovation and gender equality.

Speakers will include prominent social entrepreneurs, thought leaders, and scholars in entrepreneurship, innovation, global health, children’s rights, leadership, and behavioral economics.

Attendees will participate in interactive learning and discussion opportunities, and a closing reception will allow attendees to network and ask the innovators further questions.

For more information, please visit our website (dukeunicef.org) or email Taylor Conger (taylor.conger@duke.edu).